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QUESTION 1

An attacker exploited an unpatched vulnerability in a web framework, and then used an application service account that
had an insecure configuration to download a rootkit The attacker was unable to obtain root privileges Instead the
attacker then downloaded a crypto-currency mining program and subsequently was discovered The server was taken
offline, rebuilt, and patched. Which of the following should the security engineer suggest to help prevent a similar
scenario in the future? 

A. Remove root privileges from the application service account 

B. Implement separation of duties. 

C. Properly configure SELinux and set it to enforce. 

D. Use cron to schedule regular restarts of the service to terminate sessions. 

E. Perform regular uncredentialed vulnerability scans 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

It has come to the IT administrator\\'s attention that the "post your comment" field on the company blog page has been
exploited, resulting in cross-site scripting attacks against customers reading the blog. Which of the following would be
the MOST effective at preventing the "post your comment" field from being exploited? 

A. Update the blog page to HTTPS 

B. Filter metacharacters 

C. Install HIDS on the server 

D. Patch the web application 

E. Perform client side input validation 

Correct Answer: B 

A general rule of thumb with regards to XSS is to "Never trust user input and always filter meta-characters." 

 

QUESTION 3

A security analyst is reviewing the following company requirements prior to selecting the appropriate technical control
configuration and parameter: 

1. 

RTO:2 days 

2. 
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RPO:36 hours 

3. 

MTTR:24 hours 

4. 

MTBF:60 days 

Which of the following solutions will address the RPO requirements? 

A. Remote Syslog facility collecting real-time events 

B. Server farm behind a load balancer delivering five-nines uptime 

C. Backup solution that implements daily snapshots 

D. Cloud environment distributed across geographic regions 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An organization is currently working with a client to migrate data between a legacy ERP system and a cloud-based ERP
tool using a global PaaS provider. As part of the engagement, the organization is performing data deduplication and
sanitization of client data to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements. Which of the following is the MOST likely
reason for the need to sanitize the client data? (Choose two.) 

A. Data aggregation 

B. Data sovereignty 

C. Data isolation 

D. Data volume 

E. Data analytics 

F. Data precision 

Correct Answer: BF 

 

QUESTION 5

Engineers at a company believe a certain type of data should be protected from competitors, but the data owner insists
the information is not sensitive. An information security engineer is implementing controls to secure the corporate SAN.
The controls require dividing data into four groups: non-sensitive, sensitive but accessible, sensitive but export-
controlled, and extremely sensitive. Which of the following actions should the engineer take regarding the data? 

A. Label the data as extremely sensitive. 
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B. Label the data as sensitive but accessible. 

C. Label the data as non-sensitive. 

D. Label the data as sensitive but export-controlled. 

Correct Answer: C 
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